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Ah&r&. For classes of languages accepted in polynomial time by multicoun&er machines, 
various trade-offs in computing power obtain among the number of counter;, the amount of 
time, and the amount of apace required in all cases, deterministic and nondeterministic, on-line 
*md o&iine. Hierarchies can be obtained in all cases by varying the number crf counters or the 
amount of time allowed. In the on-line case, nondeterministic counter machines ale always more 
PoworfuI than deterministic ounter machines for the same number of co;lnt~ and the same 
polynomial time bound. Relationships with open problems are explored. 
It is well-known that without time 8r space limiWi0ns, counter zlaac:hines have the 
power of Turing machines [4] ; however, when time or space r&ridiorPs are applied, 
a difkrent situation emerges. It was shown in [9] that many questions which remain 
open regarding completity of algor2hws on a Turing machine can be elegantly 
and quickly answered fo,~ counter machines. In this paper we show that varilous 
questions regarding polywornial time complexity fall under tfais category for counter 
machines with a me-way input tape. 
In Section 2 WC observe that languages accepted by nondeterministic counter 
machines in polynomial :spa,ce OF time are accepted by deterministic Turing ma&km 
in polynomial time and that the tradeoffs amung the number of counters, and the 
amount of time and the amount of’ space required shown in [Sb] in special cases hold 
fm all classes of polynaramial tim-boun d c~unfe’~ mac8Cnes. 
1x1 Section 3 we notice that the class of languages ;lccepted Iby deterministic on-line 
B” counters ia ti e FP is properly csntai dn the class of la 
ndetemiitistic -line ~43unter ma&i in the same talc 
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We also esta,blish complexity 
ministic, on4ne and off-line. 
Finally we explore in Section 4 the relationships between various open problems 
concerning polynomially time-bounded off-line counter mac!hines and Turing 
machines; this is done in the spirit of [2, 31. For example, if the family of determi- 
n&tie o&line polynomiafly time-bounded counter languages contains the closure of 
the deterministic off-line one-counter languages under nonerasing homomorphism, 
then 9 = qip and the families of deterministic and nondeterministic context-sensi- 
tive languages are the same. 
The reader is referred to [9] for formal definitions of counters and Turing ma- 
chines and to [13] for definition of multihead finite automata, We introduce some 
conventions and abbreviations. We assume that all our machines have endmarkers 
on the input tape. On-line machines read the input tape one-way from left to right 
and can accept only when falling off the right-hand endmarker; off-line machines 
hzve a two-way read-only input tape and can accept only when falling off the right- 
hand end,marker. We shall let our machines accept by final state alone. Notice 
&a? there is no di@erence b tween acceptance by final state and acceptance by final 
state and empty store except in the realtime case. Since the machines have endmar- 
kers on the input tabs, they CG whenever they want to accept simply erase the 
storage tape at the cost of a linea;* increase in time which, as we mention below, can be 
handled by the usual “speed-up” theorems. At ti.mes it shall be convenient to use 
acceptance by final state and empty store. 
A deterministic machine accep,ts in time T(n) if each input IV accepted by M is 
accepted within T ( 11~1) steps.’ A nondeterministic machine M accepts in time T(n) 
if for each input w accepted by M there is a computation of M on 1c, which accepts 
in at most T’ ( 11~1) steps. 
A machine operates in time T(n) if for each input w every acc:epting comp:Jtation 
on w takes at most T( 11~1) steps. For Turing machines, if II4 ‘accepts in time T(n) 
and T(n) is “‘decent” (e.g., “‘measurable” in the sense of Savitch [15]), then there is 
an equivalent machine which alwa,ys halts on input w in exact!y T ( 1~1) steps. (All 
functions nk are: “decent”.) For counter machines this may not quite hold. In the 
off-line case the obvious construction seems to require an extra counter to count 
the number of steps. If an on-line counter machine accepts in time IL$ an equivalent 
on&e machine with four more counters can be constructed to operate in time I$. 
Similar definitions and considerations apply to space bounds, 
‘%% designate families of languages by the classes of machines that acczpt hem. 
Un.fortun.ately we have to deal with three basic types of me.chines - multitape 
Tu:rbTg machines, counter machines, and multihead finite automata - twe:) kinds 
of Ihput tapes (on-line ‘KS ofMine) and two kinds of operation (&te&&tic ‘4s non- 
deterministic) as well as assorted time and space bounds. Some results will hold for 
all &SS~S and some for only a few cli,asses. ence we are i’orced to use an unpleasant 
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modikation of the notational s me in [3]. First we can define for multitape 
ring machines (letting L( stand as usual for the set of all inputs acceptec! bynil): 
For a function T(nj let 
EI[T(n)) = { is 8 d6:terministic multitape Turing machine 
accepting in time T(n)}, 
~~~ME(T(n)) = {U is a nondeterministic multitape Turing ma- 
ne accepting in time T(n)). 
efinitions of DSPACE(T(n)) and NSPACE(T(n)) can be obtained from efini- 
tim 1 .l by substituting “‘space” for “time” everywhere. It is clear that for multitape 
‘Iking machines there is no difference between on-line and off-line for bounds at 
least linear. We shall a.ksaume that all our Turing machines are off-line. Now it can 
m&e a difference for counter machines, so we need separate definitions. 
.2. For a function T(n) and an integer r >, 1, let 
ON-LINE PC E(T(n)) = {L(M)l 
ON-LINE r-CM N 
OFF-LINE v-C E(T(n)) = (L(M)/ 
L{ T(n)) = WWI 
M is a deterministic on-line 
r-counter machine accepting 
in time T(n)), 
Ad is a nondeterministic on- 
line r-counter machine xxep- 
ting in time T(n)), 
Ad is a deterministic o
r-counter machine accepting 
in time T(n)), 
M is a nondeterminist:ic off- 
!ine r-counter machine aceep- 
ting in time T(n)}. 
Again, ON-LINE IF- SPA@E( T(n)), ON- NSPA CE( T(n);], and 
so forth can be obta?ne om Definition 1.2 b g “‘space” for ‘“time” 
everywhere+ If we do not speciif the number of counters in the name of a fxmiiy, 
we imply an arbitrary number of counters. For e 
is the family of all languages acce 
nes in space T(n), so 
-. - U NE u-C P 
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(r) 3 z uk DTIMEQ#), the class of all languages accepted in po@nomial time 
by deterministic muititape Turing machines, 
(ii) 32p = uR NT:IME( rak’/, the class of all languages accepted in polynomial 
time by nondeterministic multitape Turing machines. 
For counter ma&ines we have a similar definition. 
riola 1.4. Let 
(i) C)N-LINE r-CM DTI.ME(poly) = UR ON-LINE r-CM DTIME(nkj, the class 
of ail languages accepted in polynomial time by deterministic on-line p-counter 
machines, 
(ii) ON-LINE r-CM NTIME(poly) = ukc ON-LINE r-CM NTIME(nk), the class 
of all languages accepted in polynomial time by nondeterministic on-line r-counter 
machines, 
(iii) OFF-LINE KM DTI E(paZy) = Uk OFF-LINE r-CM DTIME(nk), the class 
of all languages accepted in polynomial time by deterministic off-fine r counter 
NE r-CM NT1 E(poly) = Uk OFF-LINE r-CM NTIME(nk), the 
class of all languages accepted in polynomial time by nondet *rministic off-line 
wountlcr machines. 
Again, one can define correspond&; complexity classes for space bc:;nds by 
su bstiktting “‘space” fhr “time” everywh,zre . Ed s ituting CM for r-CM again means 
an. arbitrary number of counters. For ?xampIe, ON-LINE C??+!E DSPACE(poly) is 
the family of all languages accepted in polynomial space by on-line deterministic 
multicounter machines, i.e., 
ON-LINE C2r/I DSPACE(poly) = U U ON-LINE r-CM DSF ACE@). 
k P 
places we shall have to discuss the simultaneous application of space 
eterministic r-counter machines in space L(n) and time T(n). 
use iii similar notation for nwKhead finite automa,ton languages. Thus 
automata, whj fe 
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We have the usual spee 
ON-LINE P-CM 
ON-LINE r-C 
results. For any p1 ,pa > 1, and k >, 1, 
ON-LINE r-CM D 
1 M’“) = ON-LINE P-CM N 
F&LINE r-CM D 
OFF-LINE r-C 
se equations also hold = and k > 1. e corresponding compression 
r-c s hold for all space bo ng the case k = 1. We shall take the liberty 
sf letting TIME(n) imply linear time and use ihe word ‘“realtime”’ the few times 
we need it. The relati.onship between linear time and realtime is discussed inSection IE. 
Gnear time is more powerful than realtime for all cases except on-line nondetermi- 
Gstic one counter machines. 
We start by observing some trade-offs between time, space, number of counters, 
and number of heads. ost either are clear from the definitions or are generaliza- 
tions of results in [9]. 
First we observe that by increasing the number of counters we can cut the space 
wed to linear without increase in time. This generalizes [9, Lemma 3.2$, to get 
a better bound. 
‘Ees;Gi-irr Z.L For a.wy f >, 1, CBZ nf-qxxe bounded counter can be replaced by linearly 
bounded counters Gthout loss of time. Formally: 
(1) ON-LINE a-CM DWACE E(i2’,zf’) 
(2) OFF-LINE r-CM DS CETIME(n’,nt) 
(3) ON-LINE r-CM NS 
(4) OFF-LINE Y-C E(n’,rt’) 
c ON-LINE rl-C 
G OFF-LIN 
c ON-LINE 
An r-counter mxhine with a space bound of n” can store T ositjve i-lzewJ 
each of which lies s we must represent an integer between 
and nr by integers between ere are several ways 
we must select a 
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$ince the case j = I is trivial, atnd I = 2 appears in [9], we can assume that 2 > 3. 
For each 2 we de&x a set of I+ 1 polynomials which give us our representation. 
Let Hi&j = 2 mlnd for 0 < k < I, let H&X) = ~*,~+r(X:l-~~,~_pl(X- I). 
be shorn by in&&on or. I-k that each &&) is a polgmomia~ in x of degree 
exactly k with ieading coefficient positive and in particular H&SC) is a positive con- 
stant (in fact, I;;T,I,&) = !!). Furthermore, for 0 c: k < I we have the useful re- 
Bationship 
.E&,&~f1:~ = Hr,,O(X)+~~,1(;~)‘t...+H~,L=1(X)+ 
Now consider some tied I 3. Since each leading coefficient is positive, there 
is an integer A 2 % such that .A+) ‘>; 1 for all x 2 d and 0 < k +< I; select d as 
s&l as possible. Let c be the maximum of H,,,(d) over all k, 0 < k < I; and let n 
be an integer, n 2 6i. 
Let us say tha? an integer s, 1 < s < I+ 1, and a vector E = (trz,,mI,. . ,,mJ of 
19 I positive integers represents he integer m. for s = I+ 1 and the; integer 
for d < s < rT. We call suck a representation Zegul if ctne of the following three 
conditions holds :
0) s-Z+1 andO~mo<H,.,(d)andm,=Ofor l<i<Z, 
(2)2<sQandm,= G, 0 < i c s, n > ml 2 ml-i > ..* 3 m, 2 d, ‘ 
and 0 < m. <: Hl,s-i(d), or 
(3) S = 1 and n > ml 2 ml-l 2 . . . 2 ml >, d and 0 < m. < Hleo(d’). 
Notice that in each case m. is no larger than the: constant c and so can be stored in 
the fSte state control rather ?han in any counter. 
n each case we have a method of storing the representation i  2 counters, Cl 
throua CZ plus the finite state control, and the counters are bounded by n. Since s 
and m0 are bounded, we store them in the finite state control. In case (l), all counters 
are (empty. aherwise, for 1 < s < I, counter Cs contains ms - $ Ci contains ml - mf -1 
for s+ I < i < I, and all other counters are empty. 
It will suffice to show that every number between 0 and n’ has a legal representa 
tion (which is in fa.ct unique, but this is not important) and that we can go from the 
anter configuration. for the representation for z to one for z+ 1 or z- 1 without 
QSS of tiale. Ckarly z = 0 is represented by ml = 0 everywhere, s = I+ 1 and all 
uiaters empt:!. Sirrnilarly z = gbc is represented by s = if, m, = for 0 < i l c 2 
and mt = pt. Since we are simulating R machine with %J space bound of .l, we can 
assume that if ml = n for any z, then s = I and m. = 0. now show how to pro- 
ceed from B to z+ % ; the algorithm for subtraction essentially reverses the proce 
aid US oi~i~‘;ti~~. 
proceed. by eases as follows. 
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akhher changes. If m0 -t- 1 = ,@), then change m. to m& = 0, ml to m; = a7 a,nd 
5 to s’ = 1, and make n ther changes; notice that C1’ = mi -d = 0, so no change 
i :” the counters is &I neede 
@ase2:26s<I.Thknnam,> . . . 2 m, >, d and 0 d m. < hJ,s-l(d), and 
f%Z,j&’ = mf-mt-l for s+l < i Q I and Cs = m,-d. If mo+l < .Hl,s-,(d), simply 
.hange m. to rnb = mo+ 1 and make no o?her changes. If m0 -t- 1 = Hi,,-,(d), 
I& rn6 = 0, m&, = d and sf = s- 1. Since counter C(s- 1) should now contaiz 
r ??&-~--U * f - 0 and 0 should contain m~-m~-i = m,-d9 no changes in counters 
are needed. 
Case 3: s- l.Thenn>m 1 , . . . > ml 2 Z’Pand 0 < m. e l&,,(d) = > 
There are three subcases. If m. + I <H,.,(d), then again we set an6 = m. + 1 and make 
no other changes. If m. + 1 = Hl,o(d), then 4, l(ml) +mo + 1 = H&q + 1). There 
are two subcases. If ml < m2, let ml, = 0 and rn; == ml -t- 1 and makt: no changes 
in s or the other ani. Now we increase counter Cl by 1 to reflect he increase in ml 
and decrease cfunter C2 by 1 to reflect he decrease inm2 -ml. The tricky case occurs 
when for some k, 2 Q k \< I, ml s m2 = . . . = m,,-, = mk and eir her k = I or 
mk # @zk+l* Then H,.k(mk)+ 6,k-I @k--1) + . . . + .FaLTr,2(m2) + Hl,l(m, j + m. + 1 = 
H,,,(m,+l). Set s’ = k, rnb = 0, m’, = 0, 1 < i d k- 1, rn; = mk+ 1, and 
rni = m. for k+ 1 6 i < I. Notice that we have counter Ci set to ml-m,-, = 0 
for2<i<kandClsettom,- d = rni;-d- 1. So all we need do to the counters 
is to subtract 1 from counter C (k+ 1) and add 1 to Cl and then exchange the roles 
of counters Cl and CX! This last is remembered in the bite state control. q 
From Theorem 2.1 and the definition of multihead machines, the following re- 
lationships are obvious. 
Theorexn 2.2, (!) For r 2 1, 
F-LINE r-CM DSPACETIME(n,n*) G DET (r + I)-FA TIME(uf), 
ON-LINE r-CM NSPACETIME(n,nr) G NDET(r+ I)-FA IT’IME(n’). 
(2) For r 3 I, 
DET b*-FA G -LINE r-CM DSPI4PeETIME(n,n*+‘), 
: 
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$iram a multihead finite automaton is a multihead pda, the construction in 
[7J yie?ds NDET(lr + l)-FA G DTZME(B 4rrF+1’); proper containment in 9 is ob- 
vious. a 
Next we generalize Ip,T+heorem 4.3(a)] to show thrat we can get by with fewer 
counters at the cost of more time. 
We use the following technical lemma. For n 3 1, we define a pairing function ,& 
as foil3ws. Let 
. For n 2 2, xl, .--, x, >, 0, 
(1 j J,(x~, . . . . XJ e (x, + .e= +x~+ l)n* 
(2) ffxl+...fx, > x\-!-...+xL, then 
(x, + . . . +x$-l +[J&~~x~., l **, x,-g)-JJn-~(x;s l*e, $-.,q > 0. 
(3) Jn(xl, . . . . x,,) = J&i, . . . . A$) if and only if xi = x; for all i, 1 < i < n. 
f, We proceed by induction on II. First ccnsider n = 2. Then 
J&,x2) = XI + ; (x, +x2) (x, 3-q + 1) <: x1 + ; (Xl +x2 + 1)2 
e (x,+x~-I- 1)2* 
l[fx+x2 > x;+&ahenx,+x~+(x,-~ xi) 2 x1 +*x2 -(xi -I-x$) > 0. If J,(x,, x,) = 
J2(;ri;, x;) and ~1 +x2 2 xi -I- x;, then 
8 = Jz(Xi, Xz”p-J~a(Xi, i) = (Xl- X;)+[(XI+x;+ I)+ l*~+(x~ +xJ] > 0 
unless x,+=xz = xi+xi in which case 0 = x1 -xi SO x1 = xi and x2 = xi. 
Thk case appears in [S, Chapter 3, Zkction 21. 
Now assume kt >/ 2 and we have shown the results for all it’ < yt. 
E irst abserqe, 
‘fik establishes (1). NOW assume that x1 + .ee +x,+~ :, xi+.*. _tx;+,. 
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is establishes (2). ose Jnfi(xl, .ae, xn+l) = Jn+l(x;, . . o, &,). 
Xl - . . . -f-&+1 = x;+...+x;+p 
0 = r&+1(x1, . ..) X,+l)-Jfi+l(x;, l **9 &+1) = &(x1, a*., x*)- J,(x;, . ..) xi). 
*-- rhe induction hypothesis, x3 = xi for 1 < i < n; hence ;~r,+~ = A$+~ also. On e 
d, if x1 + . . . +x,,+~ > xi+ . . . +.Y~+~, then 
= Jm+,(q, l @-, &i+J.&I(x;, l *=, &,I) 
= (x;+...+x~+~)“+...+(x~+...+x,+~) 
+ [J&t , . . ., x,)-JJ,(x;, . . ., x;>‘l > 0 
by (2”, a contradiction. 0 
an r-counter machine accepting in space nf and time nF 
ounter machine accepting in space nt(r+1f2J and time 
YP+~)-(-~. Further1 *ore, an s+-counter machine accepting in space nt and time I+ can 
Ibe simulated by an (s + (q - 1) + r) counter machine in space ns9$ and time n’ +s9t. For-. 
mally, for X E {OFF-LINE,ON-LINE) and m” E (N,D): 
(1)for t 1, f 3 1, 
(2) for s,q,r,t 2 1, 
X sqr-C YSBACETIME(nQzf) c 
s X (s + (q-l) + r))-CM YSPACETIME(ns’f,nz +s9t). 
Part (1) can be obtained by careful analysis of the proof of [9, ‘L3eore.m 4.3 (a)] _ 
That proof deals with linear time but goes over to any polynomial time and space, 
One starts with a r-CM machine M accepting in space nz and time n? Then one simu- 
lates W4 with a I-tape Turing machine Itil. On its working tape M, has r tracks, 
each using only symbols 0 and 1 plus an endmarker; hence M, needs 
1 by a 3 counter r9achine 
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.@TJF Ibase Q (e.g., if q .= 3 a& zz = dtti2, C2 has 1+293l = 7) and counter C3 
is empty while a is stored in the finite state control of A&. Thus changing the symbol 
on the scanned square of MI only changes the finite state control of 
its read-write head left, M2 multiplies C2 by 4 using counter C3 and adds is to the 
result, and then divides C1 by 4 using counter C3 and storing the residue in the 
te state control as the representation f the square next scanned by MI. A right- 
shift is similarly handled. Thus we see that the counters of M2 contain a number 
which is at most 
4 (2 SPhTf) = (s’+ l)@+tlog,n) < c2(2~+19~~op1~ = c2nW+l12) 
for some constant en2 and so M2 accepts in space c,#“+~‘~). Each step of MI is si- 
mulated by at most 64c2n t(r+1i2) steps in M2 an.d so M2 accepts in time 
The desired result (1) now follows from the usual speed-up theorems. For part (2) 
we use a d#Yerent construction based on the pairing functions JS and directly simulate 
the sa:-cottnter machine by an (SS (q - 1) +r) counter machine. The idea is to use 
the pairing function JS to encode s cokdG *lp+ers into one couater. From Lemma 2.1 
we notice that 30,(x1, . . ., xs) uniyucly encodes x1, . . -, x,. If we have z = .&(x1, .. .9 xJ 
in one counter, with s extra Counters, we can decode z, placing xl, . . ., xs in the s 
counters, update the xi and then place the new z’ = J&i,. . -, xi) in the original 
counter with all the s extra counters empty and the number of steps will be propor- 
tional to max(z, z’)~ The fact that the s auxiliary counters are empty is very useful, 
for then ifwe have an r,Pcounter machine we can divide the counters into r blocks 
of s csounters each and we will be able to use the same s auxiliary counters updating 
each block of P counters. us we can go from rs counters to s+s counters. 
To examine the updating algorithm in more detail, let us look at the case s = 3. 
We start with z in counter Cl. The algorithm proceeds in phases. Phase 1 works 
in stages. 
.At stage k of phase 1 we have zk = z-(l”f...+(k- Q2) in Cl, k in C2 and C3, 
.and zero in C4. -We want to subtract k2 from z,. First we subtract k from Cl and C2 
and one from C3, add k to C4 and exchange the roles of C2 and 
this way until CB is empty which concludes tage k in at most k2 
empty at the en of stage k, we add 1 to 432 and C3 and go to stage k-r- 1. HE Cl is empty 
t the end of stage: k, we know that x1 = x2 = 0, J3(x1, x2,x,) == I2 
k; ive enter phase 3. If Cl pties during stage k, we know tha 
ceontains k and k- 1 = xl +-x2+x30 
~~dC3toaddx;+x;,x;-:-x~-1,..., 1 to Cl, ending with 2 aad C3 empty. Finally, 
W e all counters to add (4~; +xi + xj)‘, . . ., Z2, I2 to Cl ending with C2-C4 empty. 
can use this algorithm to simulate r blocks of s counters with r+s counters,, 
I%& of the r counters holds the appropriate ncoding of s counters and s auxiliaries 
(% 5,‘; sed to update. Since they empty a; the end of the updating, we can use the 
~~;IJG s auxiliary counters for each block. If xl, . . ., xs < m, then 
1, .a., x,+ 1)s f (WI + 1)” < kms 
e rs counter machine has space bound 
n’, and time bound nr, the simulating r+s cou-ate achine has space bound ~32~~ 
for some constant c and thus time bound c’n? 
YSPACETIME(n’, n’) G X (J,+ rj-C 
By iterating this e onstruction we get the desired resu for sqo” counters. To see 
this more &se!y, first let r = 1 and q 2 2. The sq coun r’s are first divided into s 
Level 1 blocks c‘= sQ-~ counter s each. Each Level 1 block is subdivided into s Level 
2 blocks of sQ-’ counters each. This continues down to Level q- 1 blocks which 
contain s counters each. Consider Level 1 block iI, Level 2 subblo-sk i2, . . .‘) down 
to Level q- 1 subblock jq-r which contains s coanters representing s numFcrs. 
These numbers can be et?cotied using Js into one number N(q - 1, il, . . ., iqml). On the 
neti level, q - 2, the s Lumbers N(q - 1, iI, . . ., iq-29 1) t N(q- 1, i,, . . . . i,-2,s)can 
be combined in the same way into N(q - 2, iI, . . ., iq-2). proceeds until the s levei 
1 numbers N(l, l), . . . . N(l, s) are combined into one number N(0). This process can 
be thwight of as a complete s-branching tree, with N(0) at the root and the individual 
counters at the le s and depth q. The number at each node can be decoded into 
or encoded from \tie number labelling its sons by the algorithm above. To simulate 
a step of the original machine, the new machine updates counters at a time, folio- 
wing a path down to these counters. In the process it needs auxiliary counters plus q 
counters for storing the values on the root and the intermediate nodes. The counters 
are all bounded by nsqt if the counters of the original machine are bounded by nf. 
Driginal machine accepts in time II l, the new machine accepts in time 
x constant C. IVow if r 2 2, the counters are first subdivided into IP sets of 
sq counters. Thus 19 counters are needed to hold the coded values, q - 1 to hold inter- 
mediate values cl g any coding, and a r ters are needed, for a total 
of S-H+? - I). e sp;tce and time b0-J e same in this case. 0 
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as a maltihmd finite automaton or as a hg2n space bounded 23&g machine. 
Formally, for X E (OFF-LINE, N-LINE}, Y E (W}: 
(1) XCM YTIME@oly) t= XCM YSI’ACE(poly) = X3-CM YTIME(poiy) 
= X CM YSPACE(n), 
= OFFlLINE 3-CM YVME(poly) 
= (JY’ k-FA = YSPACE (log&, 
DE;ifY=D. 
(2) OFF-LINE CM YTIME(poly) 
where Y’ = IVDET ifY=Nand Y’= 
We conjecture that we cannot replace 3-CM by 21CM in Theorem 2.5. 
The results of Ibarra on deterministic multikead finite automata [131 plus Tkeo- 
rems 2.2 and 2.4 show that in the deterministic off-line case we obtain hiexrchies by 
fixing tke number of counters (at 3 or more) and letting the polynomial time bound 
increase or Bing the time bound (or space bound) and letting the number of counters 
sary. By a direct diagonalization argument, it is readily verified that 
OFF-LINE r-Ciif DTIME(rg,) $ OFF-LINE (r t 3).CM DTIME(n”+‘). 
In the nondeterministic case, the results of Seiferas et al. [16] can be combined 
with Theorems 2.2 and 2.4 to show that in the nondeterministic off-line case we 
also obtain hierarchies. In both the deterministic and nondeterministic f nite auto- 
maton cases, k+2 keads are always better than k heads [13, 163. We now translate 
this into polynomially time or space bounded counters. 
Thxrem 26. For deterministic off-lin,z countet machines : 
(8) OFF-LINE r-CM DTIME(d) $ OFF-LINE (r + 3)-CM DTIME(nS+‘). 
For _.=%s(B, lv] : 
(2) OFF-LINE r-CM XSPACE(n) $ OFF-LINE (r+3)-CM XSPACE(i), 
(3) OFF-LINE r-CM XTIME(d) $ OFF-LINE (m+ 3).CM XTIME(nrs+q)p, 
(4) OFF-LINE 30CM XTIME(n”) $ OFF-LINE 3-CM XTIMEQP+*). 
In the next section we use different and rather easier arguments o show that we 
always obtain hierarchies in the on-line case, and we show that in the on-line case, 
eteministlc machines are definitely more powerful than deterministic machines. 
en we turn to on-line machines, we find certain questions easy to solve. We can 
show that fbs ~olynomi~~lly time nter machines 
vd tai ier~~~ 
can also show that 
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ON-LINE KM NSPACIITIME(n’,nt) is an AFL (i.e., closed u&x union, con- 
catenation, Kleene -+ ,2 nonerasing homomorphism inverse homomorphism, and 
intersection with regular sets) but none of the deterministic on-line families are closet$, 
under nonerasing homomcrphism. 3 In Section 4 we see that this problem is open 
in the off-line case and its solution might have important consequences. 
First let us notice that results imilar to those in [9] hoId in the nondeterministic 
case. Consider the following realtime context-free languages :4
L = {wcwR 1 w E (a, b)*), f.= {wcx~WR#X,W,XE{a,b)“}, 
and for each k 3 0, 
L 2kfl = L n (ta+b+)k a+ c {a, b}*, L2ki2 = L n (a+ b+)k+A c {a, b)*. 
Now simple counting arguments (cf. [9,12] for details) show that L 4 ON-LINE 
CM NSPACE (poly), that 2 & ON-LINE CM DSPACE (poly), and that if Lk E 
ON-LINL r-CM NSPACE(n”), then k < ES. 
If we observe that L is in ON-LINE l-CM NTIME(n) (and indeed czn be re- 
cognized by an on-line single turn one-counter machine), the following is immediate. 
Part (1) appears in [9]. 
Theorem 3.1. 
(1) ON-LINE CM DTIME (poly) $ ON-LINE CM NTIME(poly) $ 9. 
(2) For cvch t 2 1, s 2 1, 
OW-LINE r-CM DTTME(poly) $ ON-LINE r-CM NTIME(poIy), 
O”J-LINE r-CM DTIME(ns) $ ON-LINE r-CM N’FIME(n”). 
Theorem 3.2. The closure of ON-LINE l-CM DTIME (n) under length presercing 
homomorphism is not contained in ON-LINE CM DTIME holy). 
Proof. The language 
L’ = {wcx 1 Iwl # 1x1, w, x E {a, b}” } 
u {wl aw, cxl bx2 1 wl, w7.x19 x2 E {a, b}*, [w,l = Ix,l) 
u (WI SW, cx,ax, 1 v 1, w2. Xl, x2 E (a, b)“, Iw,l = 1x2:) 
is clearly in ON-LINE 1-C L)TIME(n) 2nd g = lI(E’) tb~ rhe length preserving 
homomorphism h(a) = h(a) = a, h(b) =. h(s) = b and h(c) = c. E 
’ For a language &, &+ is the closure of L under concatenation; the: operation that takes k 
into L f is called Kleene +. 
3 I[f e is the empty string, a homomorphism k definecl on :z vocabulary Z is nonerasing if 
k(Q) # e for all a in Z. 
4 For \i? woni w, wR is the reversal of w; for a language L, k * = &+ u (zjo 
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By carefully applying the proof c3f Thejorem 2.4 to the recognition of &, we sw 
that l;rS is iln ON-LINE (~+s)-CM DTIME 
n>lrrME(#+a!). Since & is not in ON-LINE 
have at once the followi.qg hierarchy tlheorem, which shows we can d-0 more ifwe increase- 
either the number of counkrs or the time bound. 
.3, Jbr time ns, r counters aIre 6~s puwerfirs than P-E-S+ 1 counters in the 
same t&ae bound; for r 2 3, r rcounterz irr time nS are less powerful than the same_ 
number of conrnters but time bound nrs+% Llvmally : 
(1) for r, s 2 1, 
NE r-CM DTX E(ns) $ ON-LINE (r + s -i- I)-CM DTIME(nS), 
ONaPLINE r-CM NTIME(nS) $ ON-LINE (r+s+ Q-CM NTIME[#); 
(2) for r 2 3, s $ 1, 
OF&LINE r-CM DTIME(n”) $ ON-LINE r-CM DTIME(KP+~), 
NE r-CM KTIME(ti) $ ON-LINE r-C NTIME(nN+3). 
It would be more satisfactory to ha.ve a version of Theorem 3.3(l) in which the. 
needed increase in the number of counters did not depend on the time bound and 
a version of Theorem 3.3 (2j in which the increase in the time bound did not depend 
on the number of counters. 
Similar arguments can be used to show that linear time is more powerful than 
real’time in ail but one case. Let us use REAU’IME for realtime and TIME(linear) 
for linear time, in order to state our results more clearly. 
3.4. Linear time is more powt::r$kl &zn realtime except for nondeterministic- 
e one counter machkes. Form&“: 
Ofi-LINE l-CM NREALTI:ME = ON-LINE 1-C 
;s 2 and X E {D, IV}, 
BITT-LINE r-CM XREALTIME $ r-CM ME(linear), 
ON-LINE CM XRRALTIME $ <IN-LINE CM XTIME(linear); 
(rj) ,for r 3~ I and X E {LT, IV), 
OFF-LINE r-CM XRE 
Eveq r on-line nondeterministic one counter machine is equivalent 
rmir istic one counter machine which Q 
blish% (I). 
on-line 
is esta- 
l}*, let n(w) be the integer epresented by w as 
? D 
ary- 
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Suppose an r,ti-lilic? nondeterministic r-counter machine accepting E in 
realtime. re is sane constant k su that for m >, 1~1, can be in it most 
k(rn + 1)’ distinct cogfigurations er reading wc. ‘lfhus as m gets large,, &re are. 
two words w1 a;rd w2 in l{O, 1) ch that q # w2 bJt M has accepting c::o~[npu- 
tations ic& are in the same configuration after wlc and w2c. Thus M w.ill also 
accept w,c@WcwR 2, a contradiction. Mence z cannot be in ON- 
TIME. 
On the other hand, z can be accepted in linea e by a deterministic on-line 
Iz-counter machine which acq@s in linear time. machine first convex-ts w to 
IV(W) stored in one counter; this takes time n(w). it transfers n(w) from one 
counter to the other while simultaneously checkin he number of ()‘s is s;orrect ;, 
this also takes time n(w). Finally in time n(w) the machine can use its couilters to 
ultaneously convert n(~) to wR while checking off against wR. SO the total time is 
j;iroportional to n(w) and fhus linear with the total length of the input string. Thus z 
is in ON-LINE 2-CM DTIME(linear). 
anguqe z provides the needed counterexam e for (2). Since the distinctj.on 
ween on-line and ine machines i vacuous in realtime, we have also establi&ed 
r r > 2. For = {OV 1 n Q m 3 l}, it is shovun in [9] that A* is not in 
OFF-LINE CM DREALTIME while it is obviously in ON-LINE KM DTIME 
(linear), which gves (3) for r = 1, and X = D, as well as (4;. However, A* is in 
ON-LINE l-CM NREALTIME. So consider 
L’ = {wcwR(calWi)~Wl 1 w E {a, b)*}. 
The usual arguments how that Lc is not in OFF-LINE C NREALTIME. On 
the other hand, a deterministic of&line one counter machine c check that a word y 
starts with WCW~C in time 11~1~. Then it can verify that y ends in Iwl occurrences of
strings in ca *; this takes time proportional to y at worst. Knowing now that y = 
WCWRC~l . Y. ca-, the machine can now check that n1 = n2 = _a = q,,,l in 
time at most 31wi2+ [WI. Itence the total time is linear in y. Thus L’ is in OFF-LINE 
l-CM DTIME(iinear). This establishes (3) in all cases. 0 
The language L’ in the proof of Theorem 3.4 is in OFF-LINE 1-C TIME(linear) 
OlY)* ence off-line machines are more powerful than 
ases (except realtime). 
Ofjline counter machines are more powerful than on-line counter mz- 
Several problems remain open regarding ofNine po@~~h~~._~ --:~llv timebounded coun- 
ter languages, including whether the nondleterministic and deterministic fkmiiies are 
-equivalent, and whether either is an AFL and so closed under nonerasing homomor- 
phism. We shall set that these problems are not independent and .are related to 
dother well-known opn problems. Our results overlap some of those in [4]. 
For convenience let us use e = OFF-LINE CM NTIME(poly) and Q = 
0FFUNE CM D’IJNIE~ol~). For any family Z of languages, let 
q(Q) = @(Z,) fL E _Q, h is a n\onerasing homomorphism}, 
the closure of 013 under nonerasing hom~>morphism. Since an off-line one counter 
wachine always accepts within polynomial time, in fact within time n3 (see [NJ, 
let BET OFF-LINE l-CM denote OFF~LINB l-CM DTIME(poly). 
We fist some statements regarding e and (D whose truth or falsity it; unknown. 
(I) ca = e, 
(2) e = 9, 
(3) 9 = 9 
(4) e := %9, 
(5) Q-=%x?, 
(6) (3 is an AFL, 
(7) ~93 is an AFL, 
(8) e contains %! (DET OFF-LINE l-CM>, 
(9) Q contains %! (DET OFF-LINE l-CM). 
These statements are not independent. We shall establish the, fohowing tree of 
-implications : 
First we establish some technical lemmas. 
I;emraa 4.6. FOP X E {D, N), P 2 I, s 2 2, fherz is a‘ language L in OFF-LINE 
;(~+2)-CM XTIME( “) n such that every member of OFF~LINE P-CM XTIME(ns) 
is expressible as h-‘(E) UP h-‘(IL v (e)> f OP scm nonerasing homomorphisms h. 
f* We can use an encoding similar to those in [5,17] to assign to each deteri& 
n&c (nondeterministic) r-counter machine M with input alphabet {G, 11 a nzzc, 
say aw, over some Kte afphalbet, say {e, 0,11 3 q, +- , - }. Let El contain all and only 
W0rd.S Of the form JV == al ciM . . . a, (XMM, where tap, . .., a& (0, I> and M m%ptS al . . . t& 
in tisxle FP or less. , 
, a (F=+ 2)counter machine first ch hat ~7 is of the form cbti e, . . . 
so it needs omliy one counter a 
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(laMI + 1). ‘Then ift computes ns and stores this in one counter; this can be done with 
two counters in time proportional to /w19 Finally it simulates M on 4% . . . a, using 
one coulster to keep track of the current state of M and subtracting one frown the 
time counter for each step of M simulated. If the time counter becomes zeros the 
simulation stop:. If M accepts al . . . a, before this occurs, then w is in L. Thns process 
takes at most ime clwp for some constant c. Hence L is in X OFF-LINE (r-142)-GM 
EME(~). 
0n the other hand if L, sz {b,, . . . . bm}* is in X OFF-LINE r-CM TIMLEQzY), 
so is L2 = h,(L,), where hl&) = OPO, 1 < i 6 m. Then L2 is accepted in time n5 
by some r counter machine M. If h(b,) = OaM(laM)f 0aM9 then L1 = ii-‘(,LJ as 
claimed. 0 
If we consider finite automata instead of counters, then we do not have to worry 
about counting time and can let the state of M be recorded by the position of one 
head in an appropriate a M. Suppose head A is currently sitting on the representation 
of the transitions of state qI in a M to the right of ccn~e a, and head B is sitting on 
some a,. how if we want to update the state to qj, head A moves to the location 
of the representation f qj within the rep;:esentation f the transitions for qr., Then 
head B can move to the representation f the transitions for qJ within the aM to the 
right of a,, checking this; off’ against movements of head A. Afterwards head A will 
sit on a, (or whatever symbol it is supposi:d to go to) and the machine notes the fact 
that now head B records the position of’ the state rather than head A. 4s long as 
there are at least two heads, this will work. 
Cordlary 4.1, For k 3 2, XE {DET, NDET}, there is a imzgucge L ipz 2” %FA 
such that 
X/C--FA = {h-l(L), h-‘(L w (e}) 1 h is a homomorphism). 
Now we use a variant of Book’s translational scheme [2-4]. Suppose Lr 2 P, 
c is a symbol not in L2 and f is a nondecreasing function. We say that L2 is an f-re- 
presentative NqfL, if Lz G .C1c* and for each w in L1 there is an integer WE 2,: f(iwl) 
such that WC 41 is in I&. If f is a polynomial, we also say that L2 is a po@xlzial re- 
presentdive *of Lt. 
If L1 csftains a pc9jlynomial representative i C?, then L1 is itself in e’t if Lt 
contains a plolynomial representative in 0, then L, is itself in I;D. Similar esults hold 
for on-line machines, as well as a limited converse. e summarize these results 
below. 
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accepted by the same kind of time bounded counter machine. R’ormally, let L2 be 
an n%qweseMathe of Ll for p an integer greater than 1.. Then, for r, s 2 1; 
(2) If L2 is in OFF-LINE r-CM DTIME(n”), then L1 is in OFF-LINE (r-t_ 3).CM 
~lTIME@+~). If L2 is in OFF-LINE r-CM DTIME(ns) and L2 = {wP 1 w E L1, 
m = Iwjp), then L1 is in OFF-LINE (r +2)-CM DTIMRQP). 
(3) jr Lz is in ON-LINE r-CM NTIME(nS), then L1 is in ON-LINE r-CM 
NTHvlE(ti*). 
(4) jsF L2 = (wc~ 1 WE L1, m = IwIg) is in ON-LINE r-CM DTIME@), L1 i,g 
oit ON-LINE r-CM DTIME(n”P). 
(5) For Xe {D,N), if L1 is in OFF-LINE r-CM XTIME($), then L2 = (pycm 1 
IV ~2 L1, m = IwlPj is an n*-representative of L1 iiz OFF-LINE max(r, 2)-CM 
XTIME(nc) for t = max (1, s/j). 
(61 For XE {D, N), ip Ll LS in ON-LINE r-CM XTIME($), t/h Lz = (,ml 
w fz L, m = lwlP) is an nQepresentative of L1 in ON-LINE max(r + 1,4)-CM 
XTlME(d) for t = max( 1, s”p). 
I%&. We only give a brief sketch of the appropriate construction i  each case. 
Cast? (1) We construct a machine for L1 from the machine for L2. The machine 
v$l g:iess m and thsn simulate the old machine on WC? To do so, it first computes 
[~w,D from w using 2 counters and stores this number in one counter. It then guGc:sses 
,m < lwln by erasing an appropriate amount from this counter, call it Cr + 1. Fir..ally, 
~;&ife simulating the old machine on the c-tail in IP it uses Cr + I and Cr + 2 to 
keep it within c”; at any time Cr+ 1 has k and Cr+2, m 4, 
&se (2) The construction of the machine for L1 follows the same lines 4,s in 
Case (L), but now we cannot “guess” m but must ry out all possibilities for m < iwlp, 
:!tiarting with m = fwlp and working downward. This requires toppin’g the compu- 
imtjon for wcrn if it does not stop within (1~1 d-m)” steps. An extra counter and a more 
generous uniform time bound of (Iwl+ I#‘y will do the trick, recomputing 
WI + I WIRY each time wilhout disturbing m, which is possible since r+ 3 2 
ith linear speed-up) n sPsp. If there is only one possibility, m = IwIn, 
extra counter and time are not needed. 
ish to construct he same simulation as in Case!:: (1) and (2). 
xov17 we do not have to keep track of cm because the on-line machine reads e” in 
ody one direction, nor do we have to ensure that the simulating machine meets 
the time limit, since w is in IJ1 if and only if some compu$ation of the .&-ma 
UX3zpts WP for m d Swip in time (lwl+m)S. 
e we do not need to worry ab 
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putation takes at most (&I +Iwl”)” steps. Hence no extra counters are needed and 
linear speed-up gives the desired ti:ae bound. 
Case (5) If we have the machine for L1, then the machine for L2 0n input PVC- 
first checks w for membership nL1. If w is in L1, the machine then checks whether 
;.x ZZ IwlP!, which can be done in tim: VZ, as long as two counters are available. 
Case (6) In this case, while scannin the w part of wcm, the simulating machine 
records [wt. Then, if it has at least 4 counters, it can check that m = it~lp in real 
time. 0 
JRlmslma 0.3. If L1 is in 929, there is a language L2 in DET’ OFF-LINE KM, 
Q length-preserving homomorphism h and an integer k such that h&) is a nk-repre- 
tentative of L1. 
Proof. Suppose ti Turing machine M recognizes L1 c C* and for some integer 
k 22 1 any computation of nf on any w in Z* stops within max(lwlk ,l) :.teps; such 
a machine ecists for any L1 in 9U? 
Let 0 be a standard encoding of the instantaneous descriptions (IDS) c)f k17 not 
employing any symbol in C and let + and c be new symbols. Let L2 cmtah all 
tqords w+o(ID&... +o(ID,) such that ID1 is the initial ID of M on w, I$, is an 
accepting ID and ID, yields IDi+t, 1 < i < n- 1. We clearly can construct d in 
such a way that IG(IDJI is equal to the length of M’s tape in IDI and 2 deterrni- 
nistic off-line one counter acceptor can verify that IDI+ follows IDI. S 1 L2 is in 
DET OFF-LINE I-CM. Further 
r~i_ua&1[D1)*...kb(ID,)[ :g ?P2+ lU.1 -,-mlMJlk < Iwlk+ IWl + IW12k .< 3iWlZR 
Hence for the length preserving homomorphism h d sfined by h(a) = Q fcr a E Xand 
h(a) = c for 1, # C, h(L,) is a n2k representative of Ll. 0 
C~r~ll~ry 42. If e contains %(DET OFF-LINE KM), then ,;P = qp = e. 
Proof. Each member of %P has a polynomial=representatIce in ~~(DlP OFF- 
LINE l-CM); if %(DET OFF-LINE KM) G C + ~~::~~ ti&Gmber of 929 has a re- 
presentative in e so 929 c e c 9 G %% 2 
We summar: ze these results. ‘Theorem 4.1 is a slight strengthening of [4, Theorem 3-j. 
One curious consequence is that ah ough for “nice” f(r2) ), pz whenever NS 
(DSPACE(f)) is an AFL it is principal [5], if NSPACE (log& (DSPACE(log,n)) 
is an AFL it can not be principal.’ 
e0l%! . (a) e is an AFL $‘aytc;! o&y z$C contains %(DET OFF- 
if and only iy (2 = 9 = 90. 
5 A family of languages 2 is a principal AFL if there is a nonempty language L in J? such 
that 2 is the least. family 6f Banguages containing 4% and dosed under union, ccmcatenaEion, 
eenef, inverse hsnmmorphism, onerasing honmnm~p sm and intersection with reguiar st%. 
@I) (23 & an ,4FL zf and only if CD contaim c3e (DET OFF-LINE l-CM) zy and 
on!’ if Q = C? = 9 = 92% If 9 is m AFL, then for all f(n) >/ log2 n, DSPACE~) = 
SPACE(‘f). 
e == 9 = %p; 9Q is an AFL. If (Z? is an AFL, it must contain % (DET OFF- 
2INE l-CM). 
SiimilarlBy, 3f Cz, cohins % (DIET OFF-LINE l-CM), 329 G 9 G Sp G CRY! 
W ‘D is an AFL, it contains % (DET OFF-LINE I-CM). If e =: 9, then 
fkPACE(j’) = NSPACE(f) for ali f(jz) 2: log, n (see[ 151). 0 
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